
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With Spring upon us, it is tempting to bring home 

one of those cute bunnies from the pet store on a 

whim, however, there are many rabbits each year 

that are abandoned due to lack of research before 

purchasing a new pet. Here are some commonly 

asked questions and responsibilities that should be 

considered before getting a pet rabbit. 
 

What supplies will I need for a pet rabbit? 

The most common supplies you will need include a 

cage that is large enough for your rabbit to move 

around freely and hold other supplies, a small 

house in which your rabbit can hide and sleep, a 

water bottle or bowl, food dish, chew toys timothy 

hay and recycled paper bedding. Wood beddings, 

such as pine, aspen and cedar, contain oils that can 

agitate a rabbit’s delicate respiratory system. You 

may also want to consider getting a small corner 

litter box and animal-safe litter such as Yesterday’s 

News or Carefresh. Most rabbits can learn to use a 

litter box! 
 

What does a rabbit need for a healthy diet? 

While many pet stores offer a variety of rabbit 

food, fresh vegetables and hay are the most 

important part of a rabbit’s diet. Great vegetables to 

feed rabbits include broccoli, brussels sprouts, 

celery, chard, collard greens, kale, parsley, pea 

pods and romaine lettuce. Timothy hay should also 

be given daily to rabbits. Hay is high in fiber which 

helps rabbits properly digest their food. Do not use 

alfalfa hay as it can lead to bladder stones. 

Are rabbits good with kids, dogs, cats, other 

animals, etc? 

Rabbits are very delicate animals that need careful 

and gentle handling. Rabbits can even break their 

backs if they are struggling while being held. 

Generally, rabbits are recommended for older, more 

considerate children. Younger children should be 

taught how to correctly hold a rabbit and be 

supervised while visiting with the pet. Rabbits can be 

good with many other pets as well but it is important 

to remember that a rabbit is an animal of prey. Some 

rabbits may be afraid of larger, predatory animals. 

Some dogs and even cats may try to chase a rabbit. 

Other pets in the household should be introduced 

slowly and should be separated if they do not get 

along. Be patient when introducing a family pet to a 

new rabbit. It may take time for everyone to adjust.  
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Know Your Veterinarian: Dr. Walter Martin 
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So a HUGE thank you to our Facebookers! I put the call out for questions to ask our very own Dr. Martin  

in order to get to know him a little better. Here is what we got: 
 

Candy A. Why did you marry my daughter???  

(for those of you who didn’t know, she is Dr. Martin’s mother-in-law) 

 Dr. Martin: It doesn’t get any better. When you’ve got something good, you have to grab it and never let go. 

Marcy U. What made you decide to become a vet? 

 Dr. Martin: I’ve always been good at math and science. This field is great because you can help members of 

people’s families that don’t have a voice. People that have animals are some of the nicest, most caring people I’ve met.  

Christi H. He's our vet too! Question - when dealing with difficult situations (such as giving a terminal diagnosis or 

having to put an animal down), how do you cope with the emotions involved? 

 Dr. Martin: Every case is different. I am now seeing some of the first puppies and kittens that I saw as a vet 

getting old and struggling with health issues. None are easy. I try to balance the lows of a day with the highs we see and 

most days I wouldn’t trade my job for any other.  

Denise D. If you could come back as ANY animal ....WHAT would it be and WHY ??  

 Dr. Martin: The hawks around my neighborhood are cool. They get to fly and don’t have any predators. 

Deborah B and Dog Gone Crazy. Yay, Dr. Martin, our favorite!! Want to know if he has any pets himself, and what they 

are, and what their names are! 

 Dr. Martin: Frank is a husky who is 7 years old. Lucy is a Siamese mix that is 13. 

Candy A. Also ask him how he puts up with his mother in law. 

 Dr. Martin: A lot of beer (hahaha) 

Lynda K. What animals do you have at home and are you presently facing any health issues with them? 

 Dr. Martin: Lucy has been healthy besides her dental issues. We are dealing with some chronic intestinal issues 

and seizures with Frank. 

Lisa B. In all your years of practicing, are there any cases that stand out to you and/or you'll always remember? 

 Dr. Martin: We removed a 1 pound kidney from a 4 pound kitten that was very challenging. We also removed 

both eyes from a blind kitten. This kitten had the best parents and didn’t let his handicap prevent him from being a loving 

pet for a lucky owner! 

Katie W. Who's your favorite employee?  

 Dr. Martin: There are too many to list! 

Marie D. When you were growing up which pet was your favorite? 

 Dr. Martin: Our first cat, Snowy. She was a stray and had a litter in our bushes. She weaned them, and we moved 

the kittens to a neighbor’s house that took care of them and Snowy lived with us for 12 years. 
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Saturday April 13th: Pet-Palooza at Brunswick Library 9:00-3:00 
Come join us for lots of fun at the Brunswick Library! Lots of demos, contests, classes and even a pet costume parade! Stop by our 
“Ask the Expert” booth and load up on some free samples, toys and lots of educational handouts. Hope to see you there! 

Sunday April 14th: K9 Capers at Lake Medina State Rt 18 3:00pm 
K9 Kapers provides dog owners with an opportunity to socialize their pets with other dogs. These alternative hikes will 
interest both the dog and its owner while offering exercise and fun. All dogs must have an accompanying adult and eight-
foot leash (non-retractable). Participants must maintain control of their dogs at all times. We recommend bringing a towel 
for muddy feet and a water bowl. All ages welcome. No registration required. Free. 

Saturday May 4th: Medina Adopt-A-Thon at National Guard Armory 920 LAFAYETTE ROAD from 10-4 
Come join us at the Medina County Adopt-A-Thon to find your next furry family member! If you adopt a pet that day, bring the 
adoption papers to the Animal and Avian Medical Center booth to get a certificate for a FREE wellness exam! We will also have lots 
of giveaways! Hope to see you there!  

Saturday May 18th: K9 Capers at River Stix Park 10:00am 
K9 Kapers provides dog owners with an opportunity to socialize their pets with other dogs. These alternative hikes will 
interest both the dog and its owner while offering exercise and fun. All dogs must have an accompanying adult and eight-
foot leash (non-retractable). Participants must maintain control of their dogs at all times. We recommend bringing a towel 
for muddy feet and a water bowl. All ages welcome. No registration required. Free. 

Sunday August 11th, 2013: Third annual Ride a Hog, Save a Dog (AND a veteran!) Fundraiser 
Begins and ends at The Grille, 1813 Pearl Rd Brunswick. Sign up begins at 10:00 am with the first bike/car out at NOON, 
last bike /car out will be at 1:30pm. Last bike in at The Grille is 5:30pm.  Dinner will be served at 6:30pm, with prizes 
being awarded after. Afterwards you are invited to enjoy music, games and dancing! The cost is $10/person or 
$15/couple (on same bike or in same car). Cost of ticket also includes a delicious dinner donated, prepared and served 
by The Grille, live music, games and raffles.  This year’s prize for the best hand will be $250 and the prize for the worst 
hand will be $50. This year we will also be raffling off a one week stay at a beach front condo in New Smyrna Beach, 
Florida, a $1,500 value.  The condo sleeps 8.  Reservations are based on availability, so if you win it, book early! Visit 
www.rideahogsaveadog.com to follow us as we plan this GREAT event! 
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Bunny for the Kids? What You Need to Know BEFORE You Buy!  Continued from Page 1 
 

What kind of daily maintenance should I expect with a pet rabbit? 

You should plan to be able to feed, replenish water, and spend time playing and socializing with your rabbit daily. You will likely need to 

clean your rabbit’s cage 1-2 times weekly depending on the size of your rabbit and the size of their enclosure. Some rabbits may have 

additional grooming needs. Breeds such as a Jersey Wooly will need brushing every day to keep their fur from becoming matted. It is also 

important to make sure that the rabbit’s nails and incisor teeth are not getting too long.  
 

What different breeds are out there? Which should I get? 

Deciding which breed of rabbit to get is dependent on many things. The size of a rabbit can vary tremendously depending on what breed you 

select. While a Netherland Dwarf rabbit will generally get no heavier than 3.5lbs, a Flemish Giant can easily reach 22 lbs at its full size. It is 

important to consider where the rabbit will be living and what size animal you will be able to care for. Some rabbits have very short coats 

that require very little brushing and care, while some may require daily brushings. It is a great idea to research breeds of rabbit before you get 

one to better understand its needs. House Rabbit Society is an excellent organization with rabbits that need to be adopted. 

 
Do rabbits require regular vet visits? How will I know if my rabbit is sick? 

Rabbits do not require routine vaccinations but check-up exams are recommended to make sure your rabbit is staying healthy. Younger 

rabbits need a yearly exam while older rabbits should be seen more frequently. It is good to find a veterinarian in your area who has 

knowledge of rabbit medical care. Not all veterinarians are equipped with the knowledge or supplies to treat a sick rabbit. Signs that your 

rabbit may be sick include, but are not limited to, discharge from the nose, eyes, or genitals, diarrhea, drooling, not eating or drinking, hiding, 

difficulty or inability to urinate or defecate, difficulty breathing, blood in the urine, other bleeding or lesions, excessive itching and 

scratching, abnormal bumps, lumps, or growths, lameness or overgrown incisor teeth. If you are unsure whether your rabbit needs to be seen, 

you may want to call your veterinarian and make an appointment. It is also important to have your rabbit spayed or neutered to prevent some 

behavioral and health problems.  

 

Rabbits can be wonderful pets and great companions for many owners and the key is to know what to expect. If you are considering getting a 

rabbit, it is suggested that you do plenty of research of husbandry, diseases and breeds before making a purchase. Taking the time to think 

about these responsibilities will not only help ensure a healthy and happy pet, but a happy owner as well! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

    

4171 Center Rd  
Brunswick, OH 
44212 
Phone (330)225-0095 
Fax (330)225-8236 
 

Spring Photo Contest: 

PET SHAMING! 
Congrats to our winners (seen on the front page) Josie and Eddie! 

We’re on the Web! 
Animalandavianmedicalcenters.com 

Facebook.com/animalandavian 
Twitter: @AnimalAndAvian 

Instagram: @AnimalAndAvian 
#AnimalAndAvian 
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Gone but not forgotten… 

To get your 

pet’s photo 

in our next 

newsletter, 

watch for 

our photo 

contests on 

Facebook! 


